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Greek Pastries And Desserts
Enjoy The Pleasures Of Greek Foods Anywhere You Are Greek cuisine is
Mediterranean cuisine influenced by many cultures. Greek foods taste amazing
and are extremely healthy for you. They have been around for thousands of
years, but still retain freshness in every meal with unique spices that will
intoxicate your senses.The secret of Greek cuisine is its good quality fresh
ingredients,proper use ofherbs and spices, the famous Greek olive oil and its
basic simplicity. This book offers an exceptionally rich and diverse array of Greek
foods to enjoy. Here’s A Peek At What’s Inside: •An Overview of Greek takeout
food. •Ingredients used in Greek cooking, cooking methods and required cooking
equipment used to prepare Greek meals •Classic appetizers like the Dolmades,
Hummus & the Taramosalata •Traditional salads like the Horiatiki Salata, Salata
Marouli and the Froutosalata •Satisfying soups like Avgolemono With Orzo,
Hortosoupa & the Greek Tomato Soup With Orzo •Easy-to- prepare takeout
sandwiches like the Greek Sloppy Joes & the Greek Salad Pita Sandwich
•Delicious beef, pork and lamb recipes like the Stifado, Moussaka & the Paidakia
Skaras •Delightful chicken recipes like the Chicken Pilaf Aztem & the Chicken
Kapama •Tasty seafood recipes like the Arides Tourkolimano, Kalamaria
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Yemista & the Greek Octopus with Pasta •Healthy vegetable and side recipes
like the Tzatziki, Bamies Me Saltsa and the Fasolakia •Sweet desserts like the
Greek Bougatsa With Phyllo, Halvah & the Loukoumades Each recipe is fresh,
inviting and unforgettable! Download Now!
? Have you been out of meal ideas lately? ? Do you enjoy trying new cuisine? ?
Are you looking for amazing desserts and pastries? ? If yes is your answer, then
you are in great luck! This ultimate cookbook offers you 55 best desserts and
pastries from Greek cuisine. The author lovingly chose the most traditional
recipes. The desserts that Greek mothers were making for ages. Well-balanced,
delicious and traditional desserts for any occasion and everyday cooking. ? Don't
be discouraged by a new cuisine. The recipes are simple, and ingredients are
widely accessible. You don't need to be an experienced chef either to cook with
this book. ???From succulent baklava, halva, chocolate and fruit cases to
delicious pastries, the plethora of flavors will satisfy the most jaded foodie. Have
a taste of a new culture with this traditional Greek cookbook. ??? ??? Buy it now
and discover new flavors.
Celebrity chef and award-winning cookbook author Diane Kochilas presents a
companion to her Public Television cooking-travel series with this lavishly
photographed volume of classic and contemporary cuisine in My Greek Table:
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Authentic Flavors and Modern Home Cooking from My Kitchen to Yours. Inspired
by her travels and family gatherings, the recipes and stories Diane Kochilas
shares in My Greek Table celebrate the variety of food and the culture of Greece.
Her Mediterranean meals, crafted from natural ingredients and prepared in the
region’s traditional styles—as well as innovative updates to classic
favorites—cover a diverse range of appetizers, main courses, and desserts to
create raucously happy feasts, just like the ones Diane enjoys with her family
when they sit down at her table. Perfect for home cooks, these recipes are easyto-make so you can add Greece’s delicious dishes to your culinary repertoire.
With simple-to-follow instructions for salads, meze, vegetables, soup, grains,
savory pies, meat, fish, and sweets, you’ll soon be serving iconic fare and new
twists on time-honored recipes on your own Greek table for family and friends,
including: — Kale, Apple, and Feta Salad — Baklava Oatmeal — Avocado-Tahini
Spread — Baked Chicken Keftedes — Retro Feta-Stuffed Grilled Calamari —
Portobello Mushroom Gyro — Quinoa Spanakorizo — Quick Pastitsio Ravioli —
Aegean Island Stuffed Lamb — My Big Fat Greek Mess—a dessert of meringues,
Greek sweets, toasted almonds and tangy yogurt Illustrated throughout with color
photographs featuring both the food and the country, My Greek Table is a cultural
delicacy for cooks and foodies alike.
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From appetizers to cakes and desserts, these recipes combine the freshest
ingredients--whole grain flour, olive oil, lemons, yogurt and cheese, wild herbs,
among others--in ways that will tantalize the palates of both vegetarians and
lovers of traditional Greek food. To complement the 200 recipes, the author
outlines religious, historical, and other influences on Greek cuisine. He also
relates anecdotes of his life in Greece and accounts of folk customs there. A full
array of mouth-watering dishes is included, along with a note on the
pronunciation of Greek words and an extensive glossary. The recipes include
Cucumber and Yogurt Dip, Bean Soup with Hot Peppers, Chick Peas with
Apricots, Cauliflower Fritters, Olive and Orange Salad, Cheese Rolls, Melon with
Honey Dressing, and Semolina Halva.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
The sun-drenched fruit, vegetables, nuts and spices of Greece produce the rich
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and robust tastes and aromas that characterize the dishes of this region. This
volume combines classic and contemporary influences in an assortment of
mouthwatering recipes. There are dishes for every occasion including soups and
starters, salads, fish and seafood, poultry and meat dishes, grains and pulses,
and pastries and desserts. Afelia, Avgolemono and Kleftiko are just some of the
tasty, traditional dishes in the book. Illustrated with more than 230 photographs,
this fabulous collection will take you on an evocative and exciting culinary tour of
the Eastern Mediterranean.
Presents a comprehensive guide to preparing Greek cuisine, from basic recipes
and sauces to seafood, meat entrees, pies, bread, and traditional pastries.
From apple pie to baklava, cannoli to gulab jamun, sweet treats have universal appeal in
countries around the world. This encyclopedia provides a comprehensive look at global dessert
culture. • Discusses iconic desserts and sweet treats in their cultural and historical contexts in
North and Latin America; the Caribbean; Europe; North Africa and the Middle East; SubSaharan Africa; Central, South, and East Asia; and the Pacific • Feeds into the World
Geography database and allows students of geography, social studies, language, and
anthropology to examine cultural trends and make cross-cultural connections • Looks at
regional desserts across the United States • Includes a selection of contributed family recipes
from around the world to provide hands-on learning • Features sidebars of interesting, fun
facts and anecdotes relating to desserts and sweet treats
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Chocolate Caramel-Pecan Souffl Cake . . . Cinnamon-Donut Bread Pudding . . . DoubleCrumble Hot Apple Pies . . . Giant Coconut Cream Puffs . . . Here's a collection of desserts that
gives more than 75 sticky, chewy, messy, gooey reasons to stock up on napkins. In addition to
each sugary favorite, the author has included simple techniques and tools to help home cooks
recreate each decadent treasure again and again. Sprinkled throughout are tips on using
phyllo dough, toasting nuts, and making a heavenly ganache, so every over-the-top treat
tastes as irresistible as it sounds. For the serious sweet tooth, pour a tall glass of milk and get
ready to bite into all that's Sticky, Chewy, Messy, Gooey !
Food for me is the essence of life and life shared with family and friends is beautiful. Food in
general brings people together -- it's part of the glue that binds society. Being Greek is about
celebrating life with the ones we love. It's about spreading the table with delicious dishes
bringing everyone together, feasting, laughing, drinking, listening to music, singing and
dancing. Treasured moments to become lifelong treasured memories. What I have come to
realise over the last few years, especially since setting up the "Sweet Greek Shop", is that
cooking fulfils those basic needs we all have - the need to create, contribute, share and love.
For me, this encapsulates the essence of cooking something special for the ones we love. It's
the using of our own hands to make something out of simple, honest ingredients, something
prepared not for sustenance or financial gain, but purely for the purpose of bringing warmth
and happiness, however small, to another person's life. Family, life, my friends, their good
health and happiness, my culture and heritage are all the things that matter to me. It's
respecting the legacy that our parents have left us and passing it onto future generations. The
recipes that I have chosen to include in this book hold a lot of meaning for me. Some, are more
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traditional, others are more simple, and some are from my travels in Greece. All the dishes,
apart from being delicious are simple, pragmatic and achievable in your own kitchen. Everyone
relates to food based on their own experiences and its these experiences that create treasured
memories and is what life is all about. Happiness is where the heart is, and the heartbeat of my
home is the kitchen.
Arto der Haroutunian’s “masterpiece . . . If you know nothing of Middle Eastern desserts and
sweets, then you might feel transported to a different world” (Cooking by the Book). From the
renowned cookbook author comes Sweets & Desserts from the Middle East, widely regarded
as the seminal work on the subject. In this book, Arto der Haroutunian takes us on a
sumptuous and erudite tour of one of the delights of Middle Eastern cuisine. Sweets and
desserts occupy a special place in those lands where natural food resources can sometimes
be limited. The people have made supreme the art of creating delights from very little and in
doing so have enriched their world with wafer-thin pastries, luscious halvas, crunchy biscuits,
exotic fruits, and cool refreshing sorbets. Many Middle Eastern desserts are very sweet
(literally soaked in honey or syrup) and yet their variety is infinite. It reflects the multifarious
origins and races of the people of the region and combines ancient traditions and modern
influences. One basic sweet may have been adapted in a dozen different ways. Tantalizingly
fragrant, sweet and succulent, or dry and spiced with the aroma of the East they transport us
as if by magic carpet to the exotic lands of the orient. There are recipes for sesame and date
baklavas, almond and pistachio coated biscuits, tempting stuffed fruits, rich mousses, delicate
sorbets and syrups, jams and preserves, all of which may tempt you to conjure up these
Middle Eastern delicacies in your own home.
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Describes Greek cuisine and shares traditional recipes for appetizers, salads, egg dishes, fish,
seafood, vegetables, meat, breads, pastries, and desserts
This book opens the world of the ancient Greeks to all readers through easily accessible
entries on topics essential to understanding Greek high culture and daily life. The ancient
Greeks provided the foundation for Western civilization. They made significant advances in
science, mathematics, philosophy, literature, and government. While many readers might have
heard of Plato and Aristotle, however, or be familiar with the classic works of Greek tragedy,
most people know significantly less about daily life in the ancient Greek world. This
encyclopedia opens the world of the ancient Greeks, spanning Greek history from the Bronze
Age through Roman times, with an emphasis on the Classical and Hellenistic Eras. The
encyclopedia provides roughly 270 easily accessible entries on topics essential to
understanding everything from Greek high culture to daily life. These entries are grouped in
topical sections on the arts, science and technology, politics and government, domestic life,
and other subjects. Sidebars on particularly noteworthy people, places, and concepts provide
related information, while primary documents allow readers to delve into the mindset and
feelings of the ancient Greeks themselves. Extensive bibliographic references give curious
readers direction for further research. • Includes reference entries with objective, essential
information about topics related to daily life in ancient Greece • Offers sidebars with related,
nuanced information that will interest readers in Greek history • Cites works for further reading
in entries • Gives readers first-hand accounts of life in ancient Greece in primary source
documents
"Greeks are known for their love of cooking and the famous Greek pastries and sweets are an
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integral part of their customs and hospitality. Share in our holiday traditions by preparing some
of our favorite deserts." -- [page 1].

Debbie Matenopoulos grew up in a traditional Greek household, eating delicious,
authentic Greek cooking that her family had passed down for generations. When
Debbie started her television career in New York on The View, she began eating a
standard American diet. Despite carefully limiting how much she ate, she found herself
gaining weight and losing energy. Debbie moved on to anchor and special
correspondent positions at E! News and TV Guide Channel, then to many other roles
that had her on the go all the time. It was only when she returned to her traditional
Greek diet that she found herself easily—and healthily—realizing her natural weight and
regaining the stamina she had as a teenager. In It's All Greek to Me: Transform Your
Health the Mediterranean Way with My Family's Century-Old Recipes, Debbie shares
120 of her family's traditional Greek recipes and adds her own touch to make them
even healthier and easier to prepare. After tasting Debbie’s dishes, such as her
mouthwatering version of Spanakopita and her take on Fasolatha, you’ll be amazed
that these delicious foods are good for you. Debbie even includes tips on how to adapt
her recipes to meet any dietary needs, so all readers can enjoy her hearty meals. With
a foreword by Dr. Michael Ozner, one of the nation’s leading cardiologists, the recipes
in It’s All Greek to Me adhere to the healthiest diet on the planet: the traditional
Mediterranean Diet. Modern science is catching up to what Greeks have known for
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millennia: health comes from eating natural, whole-food ingredients that haven’t been
processed or pumped full of hormones, antibiotics, or preservatives. Let It’s All Greek
to Me bring your friends and family together to share in the experience of a Greek meal
and way of life. Opa! A portion of all proceeds will benefit the ALS Association.
An authentic, indulgent collection of dessert recipes from across the Middle East, from
one of the region's most loved home cooks Whether you start your day with something
sweet, finish it with something sweet, or make sure sweets are within reach all day
long, you'll find serious inspiration in the pages of Salma Hage's latest cookbook for
home cooks. The Middle East's wide range of cultures, ingredients, and influences
informs the array of dishes she includes - spiced cookies, cream-filled pancakes,
aromatic pastries, and delicious cakes - with recipes that are easy to follow and
celebrate simple-to-source spices and taste combinations.
Get the recipes everyone is talking about in the debut cookbook from the wildly popular
blog, Skinnytaste. Gina Homolka is America’s most trusted home cook when it comes
to easy, flavorful recipes that are miraculously low-calorie and made from all-natural,
easy-to-find ingredients. Her blog, Skinnytaste is the number one go-to site for slimmed
down recipes that you’d swear are anything but. It only takes one look to see why
people go crazy for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken and
Broccoli with only 420 calories per serving, breakfast dishes like Make-Ahead Western
Omelet "Muffins" that truly fill you up until lunchtime, and sweets such as Double
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Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies that are low in sugar and butter-free but still totally
indulgent. The Skinnytaste Cookbook features 150 amazing recipes: 125 all-new dishes
and 25 must-have favorites. As a busy mother of two, Gina started Skinnytaste when
she wanted to lose a few pounds herself. She turned to Weight Watchers for help and
liked the program but struggled to find enough tempting recipes to help her stay on
track. Instead, she started “skinny-fying” her favorite meals so that she could eat
happily while losing weight. With 100 stunning photographs and detailed nutritional
information for every recipe, The Skinnytaste Cookbook is an incredible resource of
fulfilling, joy-inducing meals that every home cook will love.
Naturally low-fat, traditional Greek cooking uses simple, wholesome ingredients and is
the perfect antidote to the American high-fat and high-calorie diet. Now chef and novice
alike can learn how to make mouth-watering traditional Greek delights, using the latest
fat-free cooking products and techniques. Includes complete nutritional analysis for
each recipe and a glossary of commonly used ingredients.
In 1980 Vefa Alexiadou self-published her first cookbook in her native Greece, and the
rest, as they say, is history. Her books are perennial bestsellers in her country. Since
1990 she has appeared daily on Greek Antenna TV's most popular morning talk show
which is now seen in North America by satellite. The 290 recipes in Greek Cuisine
reflect the traditional food of Greek households and holidays. Enticing photographs and
a word about historical or religious context accompany each recipe.
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This New York Times Notable Book is “a real working guide to preparing the traditional
dishes found all over Greece” (Newsweek). Stretching from the shores of Turkey to the
Ionian Sea east of Italy, the Greek islands have been the crossroads of the
Mediterranean since the time of Homer. Over the centuries, Phoenicians, Athenians,
Macedonians, Romans, Byzantines, Venetians, Ottoman Turks, and Italians have ruled
the islands, putting their distinctive stamp on the food. Aglaia Kremezi, a frequent
contributor to Gourmet and an international authority on Greek food, spent eight years
collecting the fresh, uncomplicated recipes of the local women, fishermen, bakers, and
farmers. Like all Mediterranean food, these dishes are light and healthful, simple but
never plain, and make extensive use of seasonal produce, fresh herbs, and fish.
Passed from generation to generation by word of mouth, most have never before been
written down. All translate easily to the American home kitchen: Tomato Patties from
Santorini; Spaghetti with Lobster from Kithira; Braised Lamb with Artichokes from
Chios; Greens and Potato Stew from Crete; Spinach, Leek, and Fennel Pie from
Skopelos; Rolled Baklava from Kos. Illustrated throughout with color photographs of the
islanders preparing their specialties, and filled with stories of island history and
customs, The Foods of the Greek Islands is for all cooks and travelers who want to
experience this diverse and deeply rooted cuisine firsthand. “The author has combined
her reportorial skills, scholarly interests and superb instincts as a cook who knows both
American and Greek kitchens to produce recipes that are simple, direct yet exciting.”
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—The New York Times Book Review
The remote and lush island of Ikaria in the northeastern Aegean is home to one of the
longest-living populations on the planet, making it a "blue zone." Much of this has been
attributed to Ikaria's stress-free lifestyle and Mediterranean diet--daily naps, frequent
sex, a little fish and meat, free-flowing wine, mindless exercise like walking and
gardening, hyper-local food, strong friendships, and a deep-rooted disregard for the
clock. No one knows the Ikarian lifestyle better than Chef Diane Kochilas, who has
spent much of her life on the island. Part cookbook, part travelogue, Kochilas's Ikaria is
an introduction to the food-as-life philosophy and a culinary journey through luscious
recipes, gorgeous photography, and captivating stories from locals. Capturing the true
spirit of the island, Kochilas explains the importance of shared food, the health benefits
of raw and cooked salads, the bean dishes that are passed down through generations,
the greens and herbal teas that are used in the kitchen and in the teapot as "medicine,"
and the nutritional wisdom inherent in the ingredients and recipes that have kept
Ikarians healthy for so long. Ikaria is more than a cookbook. It's a portrait of the people
who have achieved what so many of us yearn for: a fuller, more meaningful and joyful
life, lived simply and nourished on real, delicious, seasonal foods that you can access
anywhere.

Chosen by the Independent as one of the 10 best business books written by
women 'Vicki is one inspirational mumboss, who shares her secrets to juggling a
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thriving business with raising a family in this entertaining and empowering read!'
Una Healy 'Ideal for going back to work without losing your mind . . . a nononsense guide to navigating the transition' Marie Claire 'If ever there is a person
who has shown just how successful you can be online whilst also being an
amazing parent it is Vicki. Read, learn and follow. A brilliant book from an
inspirational mother'. Natasha Courtenay-Smith, author of The Million Dollar Blog
In The Working Mom, Vicki Psarias, founder of HonestMum.com, shares her
manifesto for surviving and thriving at work and at home. Vicki writes about
everything from juggling work and family, to regaining your confidence after
having a baby and battling imposter syndrome. An award-winning blogger and
vlogger, in this book Vicki shares how to turn your passions into a business that
suits the modern mum's lifestyle. The Working Mom is full of practical advice, tips
and tricks to help fellow #mumbosses build their own business or return to work,
while creating a personal brand and learning how to market yourself. Vicki's
funny, fresh approach to life and work as a mum has brought her a loyal fanbase
and a brilliantly successful business: her blog Honest Mum is one of the UK's
most popular parenting and lifestyle sites, and the blog combined with Vicki's
social channels has an average monthly reach of 1 million. A Lean In for the
blogging and vlogging generation, The Working Mom is an essential book for all
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parents, whether they are returning to work or looking to start a new career, as
well as anyone looking to build their brand or business online. 'A must-read for
the modern Mum; particularly one who has aspirations to build her own business.
I wish I had been able to read it three years ago!' Katie Massie-Taylor, CoFounder, Mush
In Mediterranean Vegetarian Feasts, Aglaia Kremezi, who introduced Greek
cooking to an American audience, has gone back to her roots, rediscovering the
delicious, fresh, healthy, easy-to-make recipes she grew up with, like Flat Bread
with Dried Figs, Spicy Cheese, and Rosemary; Santorini Favas with Braised
Capers and Onions; and more. Mediterranean Vegetarian Feasts will appeal to
even the most avid meat lover with a cornucopia of 150 simple, yet abundantly
flavorful, plant-based seasonal dishes. Attractive to the ever-expanding vegan
and vegetarian market, as well as for fans of Mediterranean cooking, Kremezi’s
arsenal of master recipes for spice, nut, and herb mixtures, sauces, jams, and
pastes inspired by eastern Mediterranean and north African traditions will
transform even the most humble vegetable or grain into an irresistible dish.
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Book Award (Baking and Desserts)
A New York Times bestseller and named a Best Baking Book of the Year by the
Atlantic, the Wall Street Journal, the Chicago Tribune, Bon Appétit, the New York
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Times, the Washington Post, Mother Jones, the Boston Globe, USA Today,
Amazon, and more "The most groundbreaking book on baking in years. Full
stop."—Saveur From One-Bowl Devil’s Food Layer Cake to a flawless Cherry Pie
that’s crisp even on the very bottom, BraveTart is a celebration of classic
American desserts. Whether down-home delights like Blueberry Muffins and
Glossy Fudge Brownies or supermarket mainstays such as Vanilla Wafers and
Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Ice Cream, your favorites are all here. These
meticulously tested recipes bring an award-winning pastry chef’s expertise into
your kitchen, along with advice on how to “mix it up” with over 200 customizable
variations—in short, exactly what you’d expect from a cookbook penned by a
senior editor at Serious Eats. Yet BraveTart is much more than a cookbook, as
Stella Parks delves into the surprising stories of how our favorite desserts came
to be, from chocolate chip cookies that predate the Tollhouse Inn to the
prohibition-era origins of ice cream sodas and floats. With a foreword by The
Food Lab’s J. Kenji López-Alt, vintage advertisements for these historical
desserts, and breathtaking photography from Penny De Los Santos, BraveTart is
sure to become an American classic.
Delicious and healthful and redolent of the flavors of the Mediterranean, it's no
wonder that Greek food is so beloved. Offering 170 recipes, this delightful
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cookbook draws together ingredients from the everyday Greek kitchen, all readily
available. Beautifully photographed, "Modern Greek" reveals this much-favored
cuisine in a fresh and contemporary light.
Greece and its many islands are rich with traditional and regional culinary dishes
that go far beyond the standard fare of moussaka and spinach pie. To gather
these special recipes and the culture that surrounds them, Diane Kochilas spent
more than fifteen years living and traveling in Greece. From home cooks and
professional chefs she coaxed a wonderful array of authentic recipes to augment
her own creations, adapting where necessary to make them accessible to
modern cooks with modern ingredients. This tantalizing collection of recipes
covers all aspects of Greek cuisine and pays tribute to the history and tradition
behind each dish. Each chapter--from olives and bread to appetizers, stews,
savory pies, fish, poultry, meat, eggs, grains, vegetables, and sweets--is filled
with detail on the ancient, religious and folkloric origins or various dishes. Basic
preparations, such as those forphyllo, avgolemono, and grilling of fish and game,
are covered, as are regional variations and local specialties, secrets of village
home cookes, and guidelines on how to serve the foods in typical Greek fashion.
Also included is a helpful guide on where and how to obtain Greek specialty
items by mail.
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This series is a passport to the great culinary traditions from around the world.
Each book offers 40 classic and innovative recipes from the most popular
cuisines, with an introduction to the cooking heritage and exotic ingredients found
in the region.'
"Part of the balance of life lies in understanding that different days require
different ways of eating . . ." Whatever the occasion, food-in the making and the
eating-should always be pleasurable. Simply Nigella taps into the rhythms of our
cooking lives, with recipes that are uncomplicated, relaxed, and yet always
satisfying. From quick and calm workday dinners (Miso Salmon; Cauliflower &
Cashew Nut Curry) to stress-free ideas when feeding a crowd (Chicken Traybake
with Bitter Orange & Fennel) to the instant joy of bowlfood for cozy nights on the
sofa (Thai Noodles with Cinnamon and Shrimp), here is food guaranteed to make
everyone feel good. Whether you need to create some breathing space at the
end of a long week (Asian-Flavored Short Ribs), indulge in a sweet treat (Lemon
Pavlova; Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Pots) or wake up to a strength-giving
breakfast (Toasty Olive Oil Granola), Nigella's new cookbook is filled with recipes
destined to become firm favorites. Simply Nigella is the perfect antidote to our
busy lives: a calm and glad celebration of food to soothe and uplift.
"There is a wide selection of famous recipes to choose from. Tasty soups include Avgolemono
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Soup, made with egg and lemon. There are many meze (starters) such as Vegetable Fritters
with Tzatziki and Spanakopities (cheese pies). Popular dips include Hummus and
Taramasalata. Fresh seaford is enjoyed everywhere in Greece and recipes such as Deep
Fried Whitebait and Stuffed Calamari are favourites. Chicken Kebabs or Lamb Filo Pie are
particularly delicious meat dishes, as are the famous baked, Pastitsio and Moussaka. For
vegetable dishes, try a Greek Salad, Halloumi and Grape Salad or Tomatoes and Peppers.
There is also a selection of breads, such as Greek Easter Bread, and cake recipes that include
Honey and Lemon Cake. Finish your meal with pastries and desserts, such as Baklave and
Fruit with Yogurt and Honey."--BOOK JACKET.
Gorgeous seasonal fruits abound in Martha Stewart's collection of 100+ dependable recipes
for crumbles, crisps, pies, buckles, and more. From perfectly ripe peaches and plump, tender
figs to crisp, honey-sweet apples and bright, juicy citrus, Martha Stewart's Fruit Desserts
celebrates easy-to-prepare recipes that highlight the fresh, vibrant flavors of fruit at its peak. In
spring and summer, delight in warm-weather desserts such as Red-Fruit Pavlovas, VanillaRhubarb Tart, and Double-Crust Peach Slab Pie. When the days grow shorter and cooler,
enjoy cozy comforts including Apple Fritters, Fig and Almond Crostata, Poached Pear and
Cranberry Pie, and Polenta-Grape Snacking Cake. Whether you're in the mood for an oldfashioned countertop classic or a modern treat with an elevated touch, these comforting,
delicious desserts will gratify all year long.
After her philandering husband’s boat went down, newly single Mia Carina went back to
Astoria, the bustling Queens neighborhood of her youth. Living with her nonna and her
oversized cat, Doorstop, she’s got a whole new life—including some amateur sleuthing . . . Mia
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is starting work at Belle View, her father’s catering hall, a popular spot for weddings, office
parties, and more—despite the planes that occasionally roar overhead on their way to
LaGuardia and rattle the crystal chandelier. Soon she’s planning a bachelor party for a lessthan-gentlemanly groom. But it goes awry when the gigantic cake is wheeled in and a deadly
surprise is revealed . . . Since some of her family’s associates are on the shady side, the
NYPD wastes no time in casting suspicion on Mia’s father. Now, Mia’s going to have to use
all her street smarts to keep him out of Rikers Island . . . Italian recipes included! “Mamma mia!
What a nifty story. This endearing new heroine has a lot on her plate—all of it delicious fun!”
—Laura Levine, author of Death of a Gigolo “A catered feast of a mystery.” —Sherry Harris,
author of Let’s Fake a Deal
'This spectacular book is filled with comforting, delicious recipes' Jamie Oliver Warm up your
winter with sun-kissed recipes from the heart of the Mediterranean. Greek Cypriot food is a
melting pot of delicious flavours: simple Mediterranean salads; classic ingredients like feta, a
squeeze of lemon and fresh oregano; cinnamon-infused stews; orange-blossom scented
pastries. TAVERNA, takes the best of traditional Cypriot cooking and makes it relevant to
modern home cooks. From simple vegan fast-day dishes to feasts for the family, there is
something delicious for every mood and moment. These delicious recipes relive sun-kissed
Mediterranean holidays and simple taverna-style meals. 'Taverna... brings a touch of Cypriot
sunshine into your kitchen' Good Housekeeping
Author of the cult-favorite Cooking for Artists, Mina Stone, returns with a collection of 80 new
recipes inspired by her traditional Greek heritage and her years cooking for some of New
York’s most innovative artists. Growing up in a close-knit Greek-American household, Mina
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Stone learned to cook from her Yiayia, who taught her that food doesn’t have to be
complicated to be delicious—and that almost any dish can be improved with judicious amounts
of lemon, olive oil, and salt. In this deeply personal cookbook, Stone celebrates her
grandmother and the other influences that have shaped her life, her career, and her culinary
tastes and expertise. Lemon, Love & Olive Oil weaves together more than 80 Mediterraneanstyle dishes with the stories that inspired them. Stone offers home cooks a taste of her heritage
with healthy, flavorful, and uncomplicated dishes such as Syrian Bulgur and Yogurt with Brown
Butter Pine Nuts; Persian Figs with Cardamom and Rosewater; Baby Lettuces with Toasted
Sesame Seeds, Mint, and Meyer Lemon Yogurt; and Braised Chickpeas with Orange Zest and
Garlic Bread Crumbs. These recipes use fresh, flavorful ingredients to create elegantly simple
dishes, complemented by beautiful, minimalist photography and original art throughout. A fresh
and unconventional fusion of art and food, Lemon, Love & Olive Oil is an engaging (and
delicious!) cultural and culinary tour, all complimented by the design of world-renowned artist
Urs Fischer.
Learn the secrets of authentic Greek home cooking from Vefa Alexiadou. She is also a
professional chemist and combines her practical experience as a lifetime home cook with
scientific principles. "Vefa's delicious recipes always remind me of the beauty of
Greece".--Melina Merkouris.
“A brilliant page turner…rich with drama and historical detail.” —Glamour (UK) A beautiful and
epic novel that spans nearly a hundred years, The Thread is a magnificent story of a friendship
and a love that endures through the catastrophes and upheavals of the twentieth century—both
natural and man-made—in the turbulent city of Thessaloniki, Greece. Victoria Hislop,
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internationally bestselling author of The Island and The Return, has written a wonderfully
evocative and enthralling saga enriched by deep emotion and sweeping historical events, from
fire to civil war to Nazi brutality and economic collapse. The Thread is historical fiction at its
finest, colorful and captivating with truly unforgettable characters—a novel that brilliantly
captures the energy and life of this singular Greek city.
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